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Abstract 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have advanced in several areas and fields of life; however, its progress in the 
field of multi-omics is not matching the levels others have attained. Challenges include but are not limited to the handling and 
analysis of high volumes of complex multi-omics data, and the expertise needed to implement and execute AI/ML approaches. In 
this article, we present IntelliGenes, an interactive, customizable, cross-platform, and user-friendly AI/ML application for multi- 
omics data exploration to discover novel biomarkers and predict rare, common, and complex diseases. The implemented methodol-
ogy is based on a nexus of conventional statistical techniques and cutting-edge ML algorithms, which outperforms single algorithms 
and result in enhanced accuracy. The interactive and cross-platform graphical user interface of IntelliGenes is divided into three 
main sections: (i) Data Manager, (ii) AI/ML Analysis, and (iii) Visualization. Data Manager supports the user in loading and customiz-
ing the input data and list of existing biomarkers. AI/ML Analysis allows the user to apply default combinations of statistical and ML 
algorithms, as well as customize and create new AI/ML pipelines. Visualization provides options to interpret a diverse set of pro-
duced results, including performance metrics, disease predictions, and various charts. The performance of IntelliGenes has been suc-
cessfully tested at variable in-house and peer-reviewed studies, and was able to correctly classify individuals as patients and predict 
disease with high accuracy. It stands apart primarily in its simplicity in use for nontechnical users and its emphasis on generating 
interpretable visualizations. We have designed and implemented IntelliGenes in a way that a user with or without computational 
background can apply AI/ML approaches to discover novel biomarkers and predict diseases.
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Introduction
Analyzing integrated multi-omics (e.g. genomics, transcriptom-
ics, epigenomics, proteomics, and metabolomics) and phenotypic 
data, has the potential to deeply enhance our understanding of 
the underlying genetic basis of human diseases [1]. Recent devel-
opments in the fields of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning (ML) have improved our ability for analyzing RNA-seq- 
driven gene expression data, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) 
variant data, clinical and demographic-based patient data, and 
for discovering complex and nonlinear genotypic–phenotypic 
relationships [2]. The rightful application of AI/ML techniques 
can aid in unveiling associated biomarkers and help stratify pa-
tient populations based on disease risk to provide personalized 
treatment options [3]. However, despite the progress made by AI 
in various biomedical realms, numerous challenges include but 
are not limited to, high volume multi-omics data inaccessibility, 
collection, processing, and management; generation and dissem-
ination of AI/ML-ready datasets for predictive analysis and deep 
phenotyping; data modeling with the establishment of correct 
associations between input variables and expected outcomes; 
overfitting and generalization; interpretability and explainability 

of AI-driven insights; handling inherent error rates and missing 

data imputations; and ineffective interrogation including delayed 

computational time and inability to reproduce results [1]. These 

can have a vital impact on the accuracy of predictions. Each 

model can make fundamentally different assumptions about the 

datasets, such as independence, even distribution, or absence of 

multicollinearity.
State-of-the-art literature has supported the implementation 

of various AI/ML methodologies and algorithms. Researchers in 

one multi-omics study developed a deep learning framework us-

ing integrated omics, demographic, and clinical data to extract 

insights from the high-dimensional gene and miRNA expression 

data, enabling prognosis prediction for patients with breast and 

ovarian cancer [4]. In another example, investigators integrated 

genetic variants with demographic and clinical data to predict 

survival rates for a dementia patient using an Xtreme gradient 

boosting algorithm [5]. A new multi-omics and multimodal ana-

lytic platform has been published (i.e. Molecular Twin) imple-

menting an ensemble of variable ML algorithms to accurately 

predict disease survival using genomic, transcriptomic, proteo-

mic, and lipid data from adenocarcinoma patients [6]. 
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Unsupervised approaches have also been reported, for example, 

in one study utilizing gut microbiome to reevaluate and reclassify 

acquired neonatal intestinal injuries [7]. A genomic language 

model (gLM) trained on millions of metagenomic scaffolds was 

also reported to uncover hidden functional and regulatory con-

nections among genes [8]. Each existing tool provides valuable 
workflows for multi-omics analyses on different datasets, but 

most still require some level of programmatic proficiency that 

creates barriers for usage.
Addressing some of the current challenges, especially related 

to the AI/ML-ready data generation, optimized AI/ML modeling, 

and interpretable and reproducible AI/ML results production, we 

have developed and published a new multimodal solution, that 

is, IntelliGenes, a command-line AI/ML approach that employs a 

combination of classical statistical models for feature selection 
and cutting-edge ML classifiers for disease prediction [9]. It is 

based on Findable, Accessible, Intelligent, and Reproducible par-

adigm that outperforms single algorithms and results in en-

hanced accuracy, deeper insights, and more precise predictions 

essential for personalized early disease-risk detection in individ-

uals. In this study, we present an advanced version of IntelliGenes, 

which empowers the user to perform interactive AI/ML-ready 
data preparation and management, customized and tailored AI/ 

ML analysis, and automated and interpretable visualization 

of results.

Materials and methods
The overall methodology is divided into three sections: (i) AI/ML- 
ready data generation in Clinically Integrated Genomics and 

Transcriptomics (CIGT) format, (ii) ML and classical statistics 

analysis, and (iii) interactive and customizable user interface.

AI/ML-ready data generation in CIGT format
Multi-omics broadly refers to the types of biological data, such as 

genomics (e.g. variants), transcriptomics (e.g. gene expression), 

proteomics (e.g. protein abundances), metabolomics (e.g. metab-

olite levels), epigenomics (e.g. methylation profiles), etc. 

Handling multi-omics data is fraught with many challenges be-

cause of its heterogeneity [10] and large volumes [11] requiring 
costly high-performance computing (HPC) and storage [12]. 

Another persistent challenge in integrating multi-omics data is 

the incompatible data formats and unstandardized vocabularies 

used, such as the different systems for variant or protein IDs [10, 

13]. Data missingness also presents a major challenge when 

managing multi-omics data as certain features may be partially 

omitted for reasons including poor quality [14], privacy and ethi-
cal challenges [15], or limited funding [16]. Considering these 

challenges, we proposed a new AI/ML-ready data format, that is, 

CIGT. It supports integrating multi-omics data for predictive 

analysis within our IntelliGenes framework. The CIGT format is 

specifically designed for extensibility, interpretability, and AI/ML 

readiness, being directly pluggable into multimodal AI/ML analy-
ses. It employs a tabular structure encoding samples as rows and 

multi-omics/clinical features as columns. Namely, a dataset may 

consist of useful patient demographic information (e.g. race, age, 

and gender), and biomarkers such as transcriptomic (e.g. RNA- 

seq-based expression counts) and genomic (whole-genome/ 

exome-based variants) features. The attached Supplementary 

material (User Guide) provides further details on the CIGT for-
matting and usage for AI/ML analysis.

ML and classical statistics analysis
IntelliGenes applies a dual-phase analysis to discover biomarkers 
and create efficient, generalizable models for single-disease pre-
diction. The implemented methodology in IntelliGenes is based on 
a nexus of conventional statistical techniques and cutting-edge 
ML algorithms. By combining predictions across multiple selec-
tors and ML classifiers, we strengthen the confidence in individ-
ual predictors and further diversify the types of data to which 
our methodology may be applied to. We have published a study 
in the Briefings in Bioinformatics (Oxford) outlining the advantages 
and disadvantages of ML algorithms and their application to vari-
ous diseases [3]. We recommend researchers using IntelliGenes 
treat this publication as a companion piece to best guide 
customization.

IntelliGenes extracts predicted disease-associated biomarkers 
from a CIGT-formatted dataset using a robust, user-driven en-
semble of selectors. Currently, IntelliGenes implements Pearson’s 
correlation (PC), the chi-square test (χ2), analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), and recursive feature elimination (RFE). Selectors in 
each user-built model run independently, and biomarkers that 
are present in IntelliGenes’ initial output must be found statisti-
cally significant (P¼ .05) in all included statistical tests (PC, χ2, or 
ANOVA) and within the 90th quantile in RFE ranks. 
Subsequently, IntelliGenes can utilize these discovered biomarkers 
to create, optimize, and test ML models for patient single-disease 
prediction. Specifically, the discovered biomarkers are used di-
rectly as input features along with patient diagnosis information 
to train a configurable suite of supervised ML classifiers for 
single-disease prediction. Our default multimodal pipeline cur-
rently supports five classifiers: random forest, support vector 
machine, Xtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), k-nearest neigh-
bors, and multi-layer perceptron. Users can customize need- 
specific ML models with uncontaminated training datasets and 
tune hyperparameters using GridSearchCV. IntelliGenes captures 
diverse predictions from multiple classifiers which are later com-
piled downstream with a voting algorithm, and our novel metric, 
I-Genes Score. These scores profile a genomic and/or transcrip-
tomic feature’s usefulness in predicting disease and its regula-
tion in patients (i.e. upregulation or downregulation). Alongside 
these metrics, IntelliGenes reports accuracy, AUC, and F1 scores 
for each model.

Interactive and customizable user interface
Many clinicians and bench scientists are not trained to incorpo-
rate AI/ML techniques into their research and clinical practices 
[17, 18]. In this study, we present an advanced version of 
IntelliGenes to place ML techniques into the hands of noncompu-
tational experts with an interactive sandbox. The graphical user 
interface (GUI) of software comprises three sections: Data 
Manager, AI/ML Analysis, and Visualization (Fig. 1). Data 
Manager allows the user to shape the pipeline’s input. IntelliGenes 
expects a CIGT-formatted dataset. AI/ML Analysis offers users 
complete customization for IntelliGenes’ methodology. Here, 
selectors and classifiers are chosen. Additional options, such as 
dataset normalization, training size, and random state reproduc-
ibility, are available in this section. Users can bypass the selec-
tion process, providing a curated list of biomarkers for 
training models.

Visualization provides users with a detailed and customizable 
view of the statistical results and visual outputs. The importance 
of diverse visualizations lies in the different interpretations of-
fered into the underlying datasets, and in the effective visual ap-
proach to assimilating multifarious results. The current 
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interactive version of IntelliGenes generates seven primary plot 

types: (i) confusion matrices, (ii) feature correlation heatmaps, 

(iii) pairwise inter-feature scatter plots, (iv) intra-feature kernel 

density estimation (KDE) plots, (v) feature distribution box plots 

and swarm plots, (vi) reporter-operating curves (ROC), and 

(vii) feature importance swarm plots using SHapley Additive 

exPlanations (SHAP). When analyzing the accuracy of each 

model, especially on imbalanced datasets that are biased toward 

specific predictions, it is important to understand not only the 

overall accuracy but also the specificity of the model. To distill a 

model’s ability to accurately discriminate diagnosis types, 

IntelliGenes generates confusion matrices for each model. A con-

fusion matrix depicts each of the true positive, false positive 

(Type I error), true negative, and false negative (Type II error) 

rates. Analyzing these plots may also crucially aid in identifying 

sub-optimal parameters and results. For example, a confusion 

Figure 1. IntelliGenes workflow (left) and graphical user interface (right): (1) Data Manager, (2) AI/ML Analysis, and (3) Visualization. Data Manager 
supports the user in loading and editing input dataset. AI/ML Analysis allows the user to combine statistical and ML algorithms into custom AI/ML 
pipelines. Visualization provides options to interpret a diverse set of produced results (e.g. performance metrics, disease predictions, and 
various charts).
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matrix with large values across the main diagonal and compara-
tively low values elsewhere is indicative of a good (highly dis-
criminative) classifier. With multi-dimensional datasets, it is 
useful to analyze pairwise feature correlations to assess inter- 
feature relationships and any multi-collinearity. Analyzing col-
linearity is important with AI/ML models as a highly collinear 
feature space may create volatile predictions if feature indepen-
dence is assumed. IntelliGenes produces correlation heatmaps 
which organize pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients in a 
square grid and provide insight on pairwise collinearity. 
Moreover, individual pairwise scatter plots offer more detailed 
insight into correlation heatmaps by enabling the user to visually 
gauge clustering, linear, and nonlinear relationships. They are 
particularly useful when analyzing the centering and variance of 
the data under each diagnosis/response type. KDE plots, repre-
sented in the diagonal of the pairwise plot, are also useful in esti-
mating the distribution of each feature for each response type.

To better analyze centering, variability, summary statistics, 
and individual feature expression levels, IntelliGenes generates 
both box plots and swarm plots for each feature partitioned by 
response. These plots provide a good visual indicator of strong 
predictors since features with lower variation within responses 
as compared to between responses are more easily discrimi-
nated. This idea is foundational to the ANOVA algorithm sup-
ported by IntelliGenes. It is important to note that we generate the 
plots with a logarithmic axis to ensure that both highly and lowly 
expressed genes are easily visible. The scatter plots, box plots, 
and swarm plots each offer different views into the distribution 
of data. Analyzing these datasets may help identify outliers or 
strong clusters of interest warranting further investigation. ROC 
graphs also provide insight into the model’s ability to accurately 
differentiate between diagnosis types, measuring the tradeoff be-
tween sensitivity (true-positive rate) and specificity (false-posi-
tive rate). Inspecting the ROC curve enables scientists to 
determine whether predictions are more systematic or random 
by analyzing how close the curve is to the upper left corner (100% 
true positive, 0% false positive). An accurate model would have 
an ROC curve very close to the upper left column, whereas a 
model with seemingly random predictions would have a propor-
tional amount of true- and false-positive rates (i.e. a straight di-
agonal curve). Last, the ability to interpret and understand the 
underlying biological pathways of otherwise black-box results is 
crucial in genomic analysis that employs AI/ML techniques. 
SHAP scores are a commonly used technique to identify both the 
magnitude and directional impact of each feature in local predic-
tions. IntelliGenes generates swarm plots of SHAP scores to enable 
scientists to better explain and understand the contributions of 
individual biomarkers on prediction.

Our methodology is developed with an extensible and modu-
lar architecture that enables the easy addition of impactful visu-
alizations to further aid in the explanation and interpretation of 
analytical results. IntelliGenes is an open-source application, and 
the source code is freely available on GitHub. The software was 
developed using Python and relies on existing libraries. Pandas 
and numpy are used for data manipulation and transformation of 
our CIGT format. The statistical methods and ML algorithms at 
the center of the methodology are implemented using scikit-learn, 
SciPy, and XGBoost. SHAP is used to crucially interpret feature im-
portance for otherwise black-box ML methods. The diverse visu-
alizations are generated using Matplotlib and seaborn, and the 
rendering of cross-platform GUI components is achieved through 
the extensible Qt framework with PySide6. To package the execut-
able across major operating systems (i.e. MacOS and Windows), 

we used PyInstaller. The IntelliGenes was designed with a focus on 
modularity and extensibility, simplifying the addition of new 
methods and analyses. Generation of customized AI/ML pipeline 
is represented internally as a simple executable function with a 
series of configurable parameters that may be adjusted visually 
through the GUI. IntelliGenes is capable of making the best utiliza-
tion of available hardware resources by using multi-processing, 
allowing the user interface to remain responsive even with inten-
sive computation. IntelliGenes has been tested on the major oper-
ating systems, including Windows, MacOS, and Linux. 
Supplementary material 1 attached includes an extensive man-
ual detailing installation, CIGT data formation, examples of all 
generated visualizations, and step-by-step usage.

Results
IntelliGenes has been utilized to discover novel biomarkers for car-
diovascular disease (CVD) and create models that made high- 
accuracy CVD predictions (0.97 AUC) [14]. Here, we pre-processed 
a CIGT-formatted dataset to include well-represented transcrip-
tomic biomarkers (<20% NaN) in a diverse 61-patient cohort. 
Transcripts per million (TPM) were used to quantify RNA-seq- 
driven expression, although normalized counts are also compati-
ble with IntelliGenes. We discovered 18 significant transcriptomic 
biomarkers, of which 14 have been known to be associated with 
CVD. In addition, we identified three significant biomarkers 
(RN7SL593P, AP003419.11, and CTA-363E6.6), which would require 
further analysis to understand their role in disease etiology [14]. 
Demonstrating the potential to investigate the correlations be-
tween multifactorial and interrelated diseases, in another peer- 
reviewed study, we reported four genes (GAS5, GPX1, HLA-B, and 
SNHG6) associated with CVDs having a strong correlation with 
periodontitis [19]. All the statistical tests and ML algorithms cur-
rently available in IntelliGenes were tested. We suggest that user 
replicate the dataset preprocessing detailed before running 
IntelliGenes. The datasets presented in the Supplementary materi-
als and detailed in this section use the Ensembl ID system to 
identify genes [20]. Although gene symbols are more easily recog-
nizable, Ensembl IDs typically provide better clarity. The CIGT 
format, and by extension IntelliGenes, allows user to encode 
their dataset using any system of their choice. In the future, plan 
to provide support to convert between Ensembl IDs and gene 
symbols for further convenience and interpretability.

Discussion
Integrating ML predictive engines with multi-omics data (e.g. 
RNA-seq-driven prediction of disease risk, WGS-driven disease- 
associated variant screenings) has the potential to revolutionize 
early detection and personalized treatment for common and rare 
diseases [21, 22]. We need multimodal intelligent solutions, 
which can support in solving the current challenges and future 
developments. Most importantly related to the high-volume 
complex multi-omics data handling and integration [23], and im-
plementation of novel AI/ML applications for predictive analysis 
and biomarkers discovery at large [24]. In this study, we tried to 
address both challenges by introducing CIGT, an extensible and 
interpretable data format supporting the encoding of patient di-
agnosis information, gene expression data, clinical demographic 
attributes, and genomic variant data into an AI/ML-ready data-
set. We proposed a new nexus of ML algorithms to support signif-
icant biomarker discovery and disease predictions. In addition, 
the diversity of visualizations generated by IntelliGenes may 
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render results more accessible, interpretable, and understand-

able to a wider audience of scientists. Our methodology was de-

veloped with accessibility and ease of use, paying special 

attention to the impact of each visualization on the types of anal-

yses supported to ensure that the nuance of the dataset is repre-

sented in a more appropriate and interpretable ways.
In the future, we plan on continuing to add support for differ-

ent types of visualizations and to enhance the global interactivity 

of our Visualization interface. Specifically, support for 3D 

graphics to visualize higher dimensional structures, options to 

generate user-customizable visualizations on-the-fly, and a more 

interactive image viewport may be added to streamline the inter-

pretation phase of complex multi-omics data analysis. 

IntelliGenes has the potential to incentivize AI/ML research that 

pairs disease experts with analysts passionate about unraveling 

high-dimensional multi-omics data. It may empower its user to 

easily design intricate frameworks for examining and predicting 

diseases tailored to their research needs. We demonstrate that 

portable predictive models like IntelliGenes that are accessible to 

clinicians and non-computational scientists are feasible for sci-

entific research and impactful clinical environments.
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